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COMPTON STREET LEGEND: Notorious Keffe D’s Street-Level Accounts of Tupac and Biggie Murders, Death Row Origins, Suge Knight, Puffy Combs, and Crooked CopsKingDoMedia, 2019

	The infamous Suge Knight, former Death Row Records CEO, and I are the only living eyewitnesses to the deadly confrontation on the Las Vegas strip between the occupants of our two vehicles. A violent confrontation that led to the deaths of two of Hip-Hop’s biggest stars (Tupac Shakur & Christopher ‘Notorious B.I.G.’ Wallace)...
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Governance and Sustainable Urban Transport in the AmericasPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This volume explores the governance patterns of three cities of the Americas, Seattle, Montreal, and Curitiba, which all present different but interesting  cases in dealing with  sustainable urban transport challenges. The authors study empirical  data from these three cities to analyze how specific governmental and...
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Informal Ethnic Entrepreneurship: Future Research Paradigms for Creating Innovative Business ActivitySpringer, 2018

	
		This book presents a curated collection of research on ethnic entrepreneurship, focusing on the informal sector. The common theme of the expert contributions is that entrepreneurial motivation to start informal business is paramount to ethnic groups. In particular, the book explores the factors influencing ethnic groups to start...
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Critical Essays on Twin Peaks: The ReturnPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This edited collection offers an interdisciplinary study of Twin Peaks: The Return, the third season of a TV program that has attracted the attention (and appreciation) of spectators, fans, and critics for over two decades. The book takes readers into several distinct areas and addresses the different approaches and the range...
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Advanced CAD Modeling: Explicit, Parametric, Free-Form CAD and Re-engineering (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		The book discusses the theoretical fundamentals of CAD graphics to enhance readers’ understanding of surface modeling and free-form design by demonstrating how to use mathematical equations to define curves and surfaces in CAD modelers. Additionally, it explains and describes the main approaches to creating CAD models out of 3D...
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The Politics of Operations: Excavating Contemporary CapitalismDuke University Press, 2019

	
		In The Politics of Operations Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson investigate how capital reshapes its relation with politics through operations that enable the extraction and exploitation of mineral resources, labor, data, and cultures. They show how capital—which they theorize as a direct political actor—operates...
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Out of Your Comfort Zone: Breaking Boundaries for a Life Beyond LimitsFindhorn Press, 2019

	A step-by-step guide to conquering fear and creating an unstoppable mindset

	

	• Offers a customizable approach that incorporates psychological, emotional, and physical techniques to release fear, limitations, and anxiety for good

	

	• Provides a before-and-after measure of your comfort zone with the...
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Design of Steel Structures to Eurocodes (Springer Tracts in Civil Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This textbook describes the rules for the design of steel and composite building structures according to Eurocodes, covering the structure as a whole, as well as the design of individual structural components and connections. It addresses the following topics: the basis of design in the Eurocodes framework; the loads applied to...
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The Relevance of the Communist ManifestoPolity, 2019

	
		No other Marxist text has come close to achieving the fame and influence of The Communist Manifesto. Translated into over 100 languages, this clarion call to the workers of the world radically shaped the events of the twentieth century. But what relevance does it have for us today?

	
		In this slim book Slavoj...
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Ethics in the Gospel of John (Biblical Interpretation Series)Brill Academic Publishers, 2018

	"In Ethics in the Gospel of John Sookgoo Shin seeks to challenge the dominant scholarly view of John's ethics as an ineffective and unhelpful companion for moral formation. In order to demonstrate the relevance of John's ethics, Shin argues that the development of discipleship in John's Gospel should be understood as moral...
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Manufacturing Advantage: War, the State, and the Origins of American Industry, 1776–1848 (Studies in Early American Economy and Society from the Library Company of Philadelphia)The Johns Hopkins University, 2019

	
		How manufacturing textiles and guns transformed the United States from colonial dependent to military power.

	
		In 1783, the Revolutionary War drew to a close, but America was still threatened by enemies at home and abroad. The emerging nation faced tax rebellions, Indian warfare, and hostilities with France and...
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Cassandra and the Poetics of Prophecy in Greek and Latin LiteratureCambridge University Press, 2019

	This book explores the miscommunications of the prophet Cassandra - cursed to prophesy the truth but never to be understood until too late - in Greek and Latin poetry. Using insights from the field of translation studies, the book focuses on the dialogic interactions that take place between the articulation and the realization of Cassandra's...
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